The information provided is used by Navy Personnel Command (NAVPERSCOM) in making the correct assignment determination.

- **Do not** provide any medical information (i.e., ICD codes/diagnosis, limitations, etc.). **Do not** provide any negative natured information (i.e., legal details, substandard personal details, etc.).

- Enter remarks based on a member’s status using guidelines under AVAIL class codes below. A pertinent reference includes Navy message, email, letter, etc. For quotations (““), enter applicable information accordingly.

1. **DA and DZ AVAIL.** No longer eligible to remain onboard current command. Not for those placed in a temporary limited duty (TLD) or physical evaluation board (PEB) status via medical board processing or pregnancy status. This does not include a submarine/nuclear qualified member.
   - Reference.
   - Reason.
   - Training path name with confirmed class convening (CLCVN) date.

2. **DC AVAIL.** Direct rating conversion approved. **Not** for submarine/nuclear qualified personnel.
   - Reference.
   - Conversion to “rate”
   - Approved waiver(s).

3. **DE and DH AVAIL.** Command status change, (i.e., shore deactivation, sea decommissioning, homeport change, etc.).
   - Reference.
   - Reason.

4. **DG AVAIL.** Submarines/nuclear qualified member requires BUPERS orders in appropriate ACC at assigned Navy Submarine Support Command (NSSC) or Commander Submarine Squadron (COMSUBRON) as applicable, for further evaluation and/or disqualification(DQ) processing. Not for those placed in a LIMDU or PEB status via medical board processing or pregnancy status & ready for YH or DP AVAIL submission at time of disqualification.
- Reference.
- Request BUPERS Orders to “UIC” in ACC 320.
- Effective date of disqualification.

(5) **DM AVAIL.** Member marries another member while both are assigned to the same operation/non-shore command. Also for those assigned to same non-operational command; sharing same reporting senior that does not concur with both being onboard.

- Date of marriage.
- Rate, last name, and last 4 SSN of spouse.
- Command’s request for which spouse to be reassigned.

(6) **DN AVAIL.** Submarine or nuclear duty, evaluation and/or disqualification (DQ) processing completed.

- Reference.
- Conversion to “rate” “community”
- Training path with confirmed CLCVN date.
- Returned to “submarine” “nuclear” duty.

(7) **DP AVAIL.** Contact NAVPERSCOM (PERS-454).

(8) **DR AVAIL.** Found to be disqualified as a Recruiter or Recruit Division Commander.

- Reference.
- Training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.

(9) **DS AVAIL.** Designated into a rating (i.e., SN to PSSN) or is a selectee (frocked/pay increment) (e.g., PS3). Billet is not available onboard.

- Reference.
- Training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.

(10) **DU AVAIL.** Bupers orders issued to applicable class “A” school.

- Reference.
- Training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.
(11) **DV AVAIL.** Bupers orders issued to applicable training path in submarine/nuclear community.

- Reference.
- Training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.

(12) **DW AVAIL.** Rating conversion approved. Completion of “A” school required prior to rate change. Also for approved guaranteed class “A” school upon completion of special programs. Nuclear/Submarine ratings not included unless approved for conversion to surface.

- Reference.
- Training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.
- Approved waiver.

(13) **DY AVAIL.** Termination of pregnancy tour requirement and medically cleared.

- Request disposition of Bupers orders “order number” (use if transfer will not be executed for pregnancy tour).
- Member requested early termination of pregnancy tour during post-partum.

(14) **F AVAIL.** Received as NAVET/OSVET, other.

- Reference.
- Training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.
- Marital and family status “married”/“children – “number”.

(15) **HA and HD AVAIL.** Placed in or released from humanitarian reassignment (HUMS), as applicable.

- Reference.
- HUMS “approved” or “completed”.

(16) **J, K, and L AVAIL.** Graduation.

- Training path name.
- Date of graduation.
- “setback.” New class CLCVN “date”.
- Released from “ “ hold (i.e., medical, legal, security clearance, etc.).
- Date released.
AVAILABILITY REPORT - Remarks

(17) **N AVAIL.** Non-graduate/dropped.
- Training path name.
- Non-graduate date.
- New training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.

(18) **O AVAIL.** Former Officer, officer candidate.
- Reference.
- “reversion” or released from “midshipman”, “STA-21”, etc.
- Training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.

(19) **R AVAIL.** Recruit training graduates. Pre-service moral waiver(s), (PSMW) can limit assignment locations to overseas, commissioning and fitting out command (CFO), etc. Applicable waivers are identified in AVAIL remarks.
- Enter three duty preference choices for type and location.
  - Example: TYPE: DDG, LHD, CG  LOC: KSD, MWN, GFL
  - PSMW-"No overseas", "PSMW-"No CFO", etc.
- Marital and family status: “married”/“children - “2”
- Valid driver’s license: “yes” or “no”

(20) **X AVAIL.** Disciplinary releases.
- Reference.
- For class XE - Legal hand off has been confirmed. Deployment cost does does not apply.

(21) **YA, YC, YE, YF and YD AVAIL.** Hospital or other medical release. Temporary limited duty (TLD) or physical evaluation board (PEB) status is not applicable.
- Reference.
- Reason.

(22) **YH AVAIL.** Contact NAVPERSCOM (PERS-454).

(23) **YJ, YI, YN, YR, YS, as applicable:** Returned from TLD (RTD) or fit for duty (FFD) by a PEB.
- “RTD” or “FFD” (as applicable).
- Reference.
- Results from assignment screening “WWA” or “ASLIM”.
- For Class YR and YS AVAILS enter “Reclassified” “date”.
- Training path name with confirmed CLCVN date.
- For class YN AVAILS enter "Member has been found "fit for duty" in submarines by Dr.____________, (Title)."